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Maly & Associates, Inc.
After receiving an education in interior design, Gale Maly’s career path took an interesting turn. Seeing the
need for a high-quality facility management firm in her area, she built one from scratch, and in 1995, she
founded Maly Construction. Retail and commercial building projects soon expanded into high-end residential
and remodeling ventures. Today, Maly Construction has two offices in Tucson that collaborate with premier
residential architects and kitchen designers on some of the area’s most luxurious homes. Clients from doctors to
entrepreneurs to playwrights trust their dreams to Maly Construction. They appreciate the warm, client-centered
focus of the management team and on-staff craftspeople, as well as the firm’s notoriety for merging quality
and value. Remodeling clients are thrilled to discover that the homes they had always dreamed of are right under
their feet. “For $300,000, you can get a million-dollar room addition worth of satisfaction,” explains Maly,
adding that, in addition to unlocking a home’s hidden potential, a remodel can add substantial value and be
completed in phases for more liberal cash flow and financing. “Consider remodeling,” Maly invites homeowners.
“Perhaps you’ve been holding off on that new purchase or building the million dollar room addition. Let’s talk
about transforming what you already own.”

Marigale Maly
Founder and CEO
4729 East Sunrise Drive, #312
Tucson, AZ 85718

“You dream it, our team
will make it happen.”
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info@malyandassociates.com
www.malyandassociates.com
520.299.0856

This room is virtually unrecognizable. A full Thermador kitchen with custom cabinetry,
concrete counters and floors make what was once the garage a new and inviting space.
The island is not only a focal point but is also functional with seating for up to 12.
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A ceiling shower and glass-walled spa transformed this ordinary bathroom into an
exquisite European oasis. Prominent details such as a granite countertop, limestone
walls and floors bring out the beauty in this updated bathroom.
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A typical utilitarian garage was just the
right space to convert into the owners’
dream kitchen.

This 1970s bathroom with outdated
pink cabinetry leaves much to the
imagination and lends itself to
a remodel.

